Avoiding the draft — not always taboo

Don Wallis came home recently for a few days of "rest and relaxation," he said, and was surprised to find himself assigned to the first platoon of a "scratch" unit for the next three planters, the magazine will have to be "turned loose" for the duration of the day and evening.

The cost of bus transportation will be approximately $4 per person. The program received a $200 subsidy by ASI. Not included in the cost will be the tickets to the games and expenses while in the city. There will be enough free or discounted tickets provided by the Giants.

The second tour is scheduled for Saturday, August 16. It will be an excursion to Hearst Castle in San Simeon.

In order to be eligible for the summer tours, you need only be a student attendingPoly during the summer and have a serious, valid reason to want to tour the area.

Larkin said last year's summer tours were not as successful as the committee had hoped they would be. He suggested that tours scheduled to leave early Saturday morning via Greyhound Bus. After watching the games, the group will be taken to downtown San Francisco where they will be "turned loose" for the duration of the day and evening.

The idea of the draft was "repulsive" to him, and he couldn't envision "placing myself under the same roof and living in the same community or in his own county. "You have a choice," he said, "you could serve your hitch in any branch of the military, or you could serve your hitch in the real world."

While he was certified for CO status when he was seventeen, he was not "turned loose" for the duration of the day and evening.

"Alternatives" was started as a junior project by John Angelo, an English major, and "we don't want to let it die after just one issue," Dean said.

The faculty advisor, R.L. Hansen of the English Department, is aiding in getting each quarterly issue out.

With only $1,100 budgeted for the next three quarters, the magazine will have to be "turned loose" for the duration of the day and evening.

The material in the magazine should not be written by English majors alone, said Dean. "We don't want people to have the idea that English majors are the only ones that can contribute."

Dean stressed that the magazine is a literary publication. He feels that students are more aware of serious issues than at any other time in our history. "They want to be part of the world," he said, "and this magazine provides them with a tool for expressing what they see in the world, and being responsible for what they see.

To meet the deadline for the fall issue, much help is going to be needed. People who have magazine layout experience or who are interested in helping in other ways in the publication of the magazine are asked to phone Herb Dean at 351-3401 or Dave Harlan at 506-2219.
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Hark to the whimp of the sea-gull;
He weeps because he's not an eagle;
Surely you were, you silly sea-gull. Could you explain it to your she-gull?

Ogden Nash

Tours planned for summer

To help make the summer pass a little faster and to offer a variety of experiences to students, The Summer Programs Committee has scheduled two summer tours.

On Sunday, July 20 a trip is scheduled to San Francisco to take in a Dodger-Diant baseball game at Candlestick Park. According to John Lauer, activities officer, the trip is scheduled to leave here early Saturday morning via Greyhound Bus. After watching the game, the group will be taken to downtown San Francisco where they will be "turned loose" for the duration of the day and evening.

The cost of bus transportation will be approximately $4 per person. The program received a $200 subsidy by ASI. Not included in the cost will be the tickets to the games and expenses while in the city. There will be enough free or discounted tickets provided by the Giants.

The second tour is scheduled for Saturday, August 16. It will be an excursion to Hearst Castle in San Simeon.

In order to be eligible for the summer tours, you need only be a student attending Poly during the summer, and have a serious, valid reason to want to tour the area.

Larkin said last year's summer tours were not as successful as the committee had hoped they would be. He suggested that tours scheduled to leave early Saturday morning via Greyhound Bus. After watching the game, the group will be taken to downtown San Francisco where they will be "turned loose" for the duration of the day and evening.
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The earth returned to crud

The earth returned to crud. The night poured layers of water on the cracked concrete and crumbling tenement houses. Beth slid out of her sandals and walked the rainy streets.

She stopped by a vacant lot to watch the heavy rain turn chuckholes into seas. A small flower leaned its face into the mud and debris of the lot. Beth dug her slender hand beneath the fragile plant, uprooted it, and paddled back onto the walk.

At home, she carefully deposited the flower in an old jelly jar. She built a fire and fell asleep watching her pedaled friend quiver in the glow.

The morning was sunny and warm. Beth skipped back to the muddy lot, caring her revitalized flower. She found an old rake and cleared a small area for the plant.

She ignored the young people who passed by the lot with anti-war signs and literature. She never cared for politics or exhibitionistic crusading. The group saw Beth planting her single flower, laid hand beneath the fragile plant, uprooted it, and paddled her sandels and walked the rainy streets.

Back to the mucky lot, carrying her revitalized flower.

The thick green carb had grown. The crummy lot became a beautiful park. The army sprayed poison gas at the people from their political things in the mire, and began clearing areas for other little flowers that had been beaten by the storm.

Soon the crud began to look like earth. People gathered smooth stones from the ocean and made borders around the flecking flowers. A corner grocer donated money for shrubs, small trees and a colorful variety of flowers. He came to the lot after work to help the people plant. Days passed and the plants grew. The crummy lot became a beautiful park.
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A problem arose during the past year that few students were aware of. The question was where ran foreign students receive mail since the campus Post Office is being torn down.

President Robert Kemeny and Krage tackled the problem and solved it by procuring the Foreign Student Office as a mail dispatching point. Since this office has a limited workload during the summer, the staff is easily able to handle the mail along with its other duties. Krage also expressed concern for the group of foreign students as a whole. They comprise approximately eight percent of the student body. He has talked with many foreign students who feel their voice in student government is limited and no one listens to their ideas.

The theme for the convention was "Fifty Golden Years—Foundation for the Future." The purpose of the meeting was to allow the teachers to get together and discuss their mutual problems and ways of solving them.

There were about 500 instructors and their families lived in the dorms where accommodations were made available. The convention was terminated with a chicken barbecue on Thursday.

We walked that spring-lit afternoon Among old graves on a western hill, Scratched out the moss from meaningless names, Talked some of man and wife Who died thirty years apart, And watched fine horses grazing sunlight from the slopes.

The new TINT TATTER

Mail hang-up

A problem arose during the past year that few students were aware of. The question was where ran foreign students receive mail since the campus Post Office is being torn down.

President Paul Kreage explained that many foreign students move frequently, and as a result have no permanent mailing address except for their campus post office box. Since the Post Office is being torn down this summer there are no boxes available for the foreign students, thus no way of receiving mail.

Both President Robert Kemeny and Kreage tackled the problem and solved it by procuring the Foreign Student Office as a mail dispatching point. Since this office has a limited workload during the summer, the staff is easily able to handle the mail along with its other duties.

Krage also expressed concern for the group of foreign students as a whole. They comprise approximately eight percent of the student body. He has talked with many foreign students who feel their voice in student government is limited and no one listens to their ideas.

CATA visit

Lassoing horses and farm talk were common theme during the 50th annual meeting last week of the California Agricultural Teacher's Association. The week was filled with vocation-oriented activities for the teachers.

The theme for the convention was "Fifty Golden Years—Foundation for the Future." The purpose of the meeting was to allow the teachers to get together and discuss their mutual problems and ways of solving them.

There were about 500 instructors and their families lived in the dorms where accommodations were made available. The convention was terminated with a chicken barbecue on Thursday.
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FRED'S AUTO ELECTRIC

Specialized Motor Tune-up
Dyna-Vision Analysis

IGNITION
CARBURATION
ALTERNATORS
WIRING
GENERATORS
REGULATORS
STARTERS
BATTERIES

Monterey & California Blvd. Phone 543-3821

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC at WHOLESALE PRICES

TV-RADIO-STERO-HI FI PARTS

picture tubes—television & radio tubes & parts phone needles—recording tape—test equipment tools—citizen's band equipment—antennas—masts rotors—changers—speakers—enclosures

SONY TAPE RECORDERS, TV'S, RADIOS

MID STATE Electronic Supply Inc.

543-2770

BY M'GREGOR.

Enter the fashion scene in a high-spirited traditional N'Iron Oxford Tint Tatter Coat Shirt by McGregor. Now with Scotchclean the soil release process that gets rid of common stains in just one home washing. This permanent press 75% cotton, 25% polyester shirts comes in smashing McGregor colors for summer from $6.00.

MID STATE Electronic Supply Inc.

543-2770
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THE STRANGERS are silent

We walked that spring-lit afternoon Among old graves on a western hill, Scratched out the moss from meaningless names, Talked some of man and wife Who died thirty years apart, And watched fine horses grazing sunlight from the slopes.

Many nights since I have listened but not heard The flat-off sound of wheels that rattled down the past. —John F. Kerr
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Hitchcock

**Summer's no lag**

by Donna Askim
Sports Editor

The primary reason for people entering this teaching profession is the three-month vacation they receive every year. Most instructors relish the idea of taking things easy during the summer months, but to Vaughan Hitchcock, summer consists of numerous responsibilities and obligations.

Hitchcock, the personal wrestling coach, spends the opening and later parts of the summer working as a PE teacher at the school for boys in Pismo Beach. He also finds time to manage a local Babe Ruth baseball team. Sandwiched between these activities is a massive cross-country speaking tour which involves coast-to-coast traveling.

Hitchcock has already appeared in three clinics this summer, and has eleven more engagements scheduled throughout the country this summer, plus four travel days. The Mustang coach will be featured in clinics at Mas- sachusetts College of Liberal Arts, the University of Nevada, and the University of the Pacific.

At the clinics where wrestling is the primary focus, Hitchcock discusses Mustang wrestling philosophy, describes various styles his wrestlers are taught, and discusses the rigorous training and conditioning programs to which they are subjected. At clinics where high school and college student-athletes are enrolled, the emphasis is on improving their overall sport-exercise technique.

Coach Vaughan Hitchcock

The reason for Hitchcock's presence is the great demand to lecture at clinics, due to the remarkable record he has compiled at Poly. His overall record of 59-16-1 included three district, three NCAA college division championships, four straight California Collegiate Athletic Association titles, and 74 straight victories over California College competition during the past seven seasons.

Rodeo team drops title

A shortage of team members greatly hampered the Mustang Rodeo team's chances of winning the National Championship this year, the four-day meet that was held in Deadwood South Dakota, June 25-29.

The Rodeo began fifth overall in the men's division, and third in the women's competition. Eastern New Mexico University finished on top of the heap in the men's division, followed by Black Hills State College, Sam Houston State, and Kent Montana University. In the women's category, Central Texas won first with 182 points, followed by Texas Tech with 127, and Cal Poly with 111 points.

The Mustangs managed to salvage two individual national champs, and one reserve champ. Nancy Peterson won the all-around cowgirl award, and also won third place in both breakaway roping competition. Barbara Ruer also picked up valuable points for the females with a first place finish in Barrel racing.

Bill Nelson and Bob Legg were runners-up in their specialty, with Bill competing in saddle bronc riding, and Bob vying for honors in the bull riding event.

Also competing for the Mus- tangs were: Bob Davis, Jerry Kelle, Bob Hays, Larry Ferguson, and Sharon Meffan.